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Abstract: The pre-formation factor, pre-formation probability or the amount of 

alpha clustering was recently and well determined using the cluster-formation 

model (CFM) for alpha decay nuclei. Alpha-cluster formation energy was 

proposed and used in this model to calculate the factor that is important to 

calculate the alpha decay width. A new formula for this energy was derived and 

its validity is investigated. This formula was successful to describe alpha 

clustering and it can be included in the calculation of any future work. 
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1. Introduction 

Alpha-cluster formation energy was first proposed for the cluster-formation model 

(CFM) that was first presented by Saad et al (2013) [1, 2] to determine the alpha 

cluster pre-formation probability for even-even heavy nuclei. The pre-formation 

probability ( or pre-formation factor) is a significant factor used in the calculation 

of alpha decay width. It is defined as the total energy responsible for binding the 

four nucleons to form alpha particle when alpha particle is inside the alpha decay 

nuclei. The pre-formation factor was evaluated and chosen constant for even-even 

nuclei for many decades however many researchers ascertain that this factor has 

rich information about the nuclear structure because it maps the clustering inside 

the nuclei before the decay. Many works adapted this model to determine the pre-

formation probability for even-even, odd-A, and odd-odd heavy and super heavy 

nuclei [3-7]. 

In cluster-formation model, the pre-formation probability Pa is a ratio of the 

formation energy of alpha cluster Ea to the alpha decay energy (the nucleon 

surface energy) Es.  

a
a

s

E
P

E


         (1) 

The privilege of this method is the determination of these two energies from the 

binding energy of nuclei obtained from the mass defect. The formation energy of 

alpha was first calculated as a difference between the alpha decay energy and the 

Q-value of alpha decay for determining the Pa for 
212

Po. It was expressed as 

( , ) 2 ( , ) 2 ( 4, 2) (4,2)aE A Z B A Z B A Z B    
    (2) 

Where B(A,Z) is the binding energy of a nucleus of mass number A and atomic 

mas Z.  The calculation yielded acceptable value of Pa which was very close to 

that obtained from experimental alpha decay width and a calculated penetration 

probability using Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) method [1]. But, this 

determination of Ea was not successful to describe Pa for a group of even-even 

heavy nuclei [2]. When the nucleon-nucleon interaction energy formulae (

,n n p p p nE E and E   ) from the binding energy was used in the derivation of the 

formation energy, the alpha clustering for a group of even-even nuclei was well 

described [2]. These formulae were evaluated from also the binding energy as  
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 (3) 

( , ) ( 2, ) 2 ( 1, )n nE B A Z B A Z B A Z     
 (4) 

( , ) ( 2, 1) ( 1, 1) ( 1, )p nE B A Z B A Z B A Z B A Z         
 (5) 

3 ( , ) ( 4, 2) 2 ( 1, 1) 2 ( 1, )E B A Z B A Z B A Z B A Z         
 (6) 

The last equation was also used to determine the pre-formation probability of 

alpha cluster for even-even super-heavy nuclei. The results well described the 

nuclei and confirmed the similarity of alpha formation between the heavy and 

super-heavy nuclei  [6,8,9]. The extension work to the determination of Pa for 

odd-A and odd-odd nuclei required an investigation of this alpha-formation 

energy because of the different number of nucleons in the nuclear surface 

 [4,5,10,11]. Deng et al. rewrote the formula of alpha formation energy for even-

even nuclei (Eq. 6) in terms of the nucleon separation energy to rewrite it again 

according to the symbolic symmetry for odd-A and odd-odd nuclei. However this 

determination was based on no physics, it violates the basics of the cluster-

formation model surface  [4,10].  

Although this violation was reported in 2017 when I presented the correct 

formulae for the nuclei with details of derivation  [5], Ge et al. unfortunately used 

this incorrect formula  [11]. The derivation revealed that the formation energy of 

odd-A and odd-odd nuclei have the same value of even-even nuclei. This conflict 

pushed me to investigate the formation energy again. 

2. Derivation of the alpha-formation energy 

For a nucleus of a mass and an atomic numbers A and and Z, the formation 

energy Ea of alpha cluster from Eq. (6) was derived starting from the definition  

1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2n n n p n p n p n p p pE E E E E E E             (7) 

Where Ex-y is the interaction energy between the nucleons x and y. After 

substituting Eqs. (3,4 and 5) in Eq. (7), Eq. (6) is obtain as shown in Ref.  [2,5]. 

( , ) ( 2, 2) 2 ( 1, 1)p pE B A Z B A Z B A Z       
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The investigation is to derive this equation starting from writing the total binding 

energy of this system as a sum of the energy in (A-4),the interaction of each 

nucleon x with the A-4 nucleus (Ex-(A-4)) and the interactions between each two 

nucleons 

1 ( 4) 2 ( 4) 1 ( 4) 2 ( 4)

1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 2

( , ) ( 4, 2) p A p A n A p A

n n n p n p n p n p p p

B A Z B A Z E E E E

E E E E E E

       

     

       

    
 (8) 

When the last six terms is substituted by the formation energy Ea as in Eq. (7) and 

solving for it, we obtain 

1 ( 4) 2 ( 4)

1 ( 4) 2 ( 4)

( , ) ( , ) ( 4, 2)a p A p A

n A p A

E A Z B A Z B A Z E E

E E

   

   

      

    (9) 

The energy Ex-(A-4) is equivalent to the separation energy of the last nucleon: Sp 

and Sn, which can be written as 

(1,2) ( 4) ( 3, 1) ( 4, 2)p A pE S B A Z B A Z        
    (10) 

(1,2) ( 4) ( 3, 2) ( 4, 2)n A nE S B A Z B A Z        
    (11) 

Substituting these last two equation in Eq. (9), I obtain 

Figure 1: The parent alpha decay nucleus with the last four nucleons 

that form alpha particle before emission. 
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( , ) ( , ) 3 ( 4, 2) 2 ( 3, 1) 2 ( 3, 2)aE A Z B A Z B A Z B A Z B A Z         
 (12) 

This equation obtained is to calculate the alpha cluster formation energy. 

Comparing this equation with Eq. (6), the formula (Eq. (12)) is supposed to 

reproduce the binding energy of the free alpha when A=4 and Z = 2 to obtain

(4,2) (4,2)aE B . 

3. Discussion 

To compare the new formula (Eq. (12)) with the Eq. (6) to investigate the validity, 

the difference is supposed to be determined. When I made some derivation to find 

the difference in terms of binding energy, it leads to no sense. It is important to 

keep the form of this formula unchanged because most of its terms are for nuclei 

close to the daughter nuclei. So, a comparison can be achieved when the energy 

and the pre-formation factor of some nuclei are calculated. In Table 1, three nuclei 

were chosen to calculate the alpha formation energy and the pre-formation factor. 

The typical nuclei of double closure 
212

Po, the N-drip line  
218

Po, Z-drip line 
212

Th 

and N-drip line 
236

Th nuclei can show the variance in the calculated energy and 

the pre-formation probability. As can be seen in Table 1, the difference between 

the energy from Eq. (6) and Eq. (12) obtain in this work is slight to lead to a 

percentage difference at maximum 10%. The maximum difference is in the typical 

nucleus that had a theoretical value pre-formation factor of 0.23-0.30  [12–14], 

however the formula obtained in this work is still good to reproduce the value. 

Other nuclei with different properties of binding energy have less percentage 

difference, which indicates the validity of the Eq. (12). This formula also can be 

used to determine the alpha clustering formation required to obtain accurate 

values of pre-formation factor that is used to calculate the alpha decay life times 

of nuclei. So, the two formulae can both be used to calculate the energy by taking 

the average. This calculation is similar to the calculation of pairing energy from 

upper and lower nuclei to obtain more accurate values. 
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Table 1: Results of alpha cluster formation energy Ea and the pre-formation 

probability Pa using the two formulae in Eq. (6) and Eq. (12). 

4. Conclusions 

The alpha-cluster formation energy for the cluster-formation model is derived in a 

different way to obtain a new formula. This formula well describes the clustering 

in alpha particle inside the parent alpha decay nuclei. The new formula and the 

previous one can both be used and obtain the average value to obtain more 

accurate results. The significance of the new formula (Eq. (12)) is to determine the 

energy from nuclei close to the daughter whereas in Eq. (6) from nuclei close to 

the parent nuclei. This is useful when the data of the parent is unavailable or 

inaccurate as in super-heavy nuclei, which helps to decrease the inaccuracy in 

results. This formula with the previous one provide more accurate pre-formation 

factor required for the calculation of alpha decay width especially for the super-

heavy nuclei. 
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ا عمددا   يبدددأ  ت ويددويب الببمجآدداف  خددد ادد، اسبديدداد ة الددبا ال انددة الم  ايددد   ت ودددخ  :المستتتص  

هناك داعة ل يويب ال يبآقاف ال ، ومت وبقآ ها مد  أدهنها  ت ولداعد الادبعاف علد  . ال جارية عبب الإن بنت

وا م  هآاع  الببمجآاف ال الآة عل  خدماف م جانلة أصغآب  ة أال ، و ظد  .  ت وصبح  عثب عفاء  أنموًا

ب م ايا عملآة مث  قاالآة ال وسع أالمبأنة ة اضدًً االنلبة لبنآة الخدماف المصغب  ة اإنها ووا. ااعبآة أقوية

علد  الجاندا ارخدب ة يفقدد الدنهت الم د ل  . ع  عونها أسآلة اعالة م  حآث ال كلفة ل يويب ال يبآقاف الكبآب 

اد، هددا الورقدة ة سدنناقخ اسخ ًاداف ادآ  . وفضآله  نه يعبض منهجآداف ووصدآ  البدبامت ال الآدة للخيدب

أالبن  الم جانلة ة مع إاباب نقاط القو  أالضع  اد، عد  منهمدا ة أال فكآدب اد، المقارندة  الخدماف المصغب 

اع مادًا عل  اخ آدار هآكد  الدآت ل يبآدس اللدفب ة أالدد  يفدوب ااخ آدارا عهاضد  خآدار اد، عدال  الببمجآداف 

 .ال جارية

 

 

 ةة هندسة الببمجآافة ال يبآسنلالهندسة المعمارية الم جا المصغب ةهندسة الخدماف : الك مات المفتاحية
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